The enemy hit a nail on that one in regards to the blood sacrifice. This has to go down in the books as this is a very blatant one.

They just sacrificed more with "Church explosions", as it appears the energy and mercy they raised on the Notre Dame wasn't enough as it didn't have victims in it. From a video leaked in Notre Dame, someone was caught setting the fire just casually on the rooftop. It was clearly a staged fire and not the result of any accident.

Of course, they do this to create more mercy and raise more 'energy' for the oppressed "Christians". For those that don't know anything about Christianity, it's not about love, sorry. It's not about what memes you have been told. It's a brutal mafia spiritual power structure that is the right hand of Judaism and does all the dirty work for Jews in the West.

The rule of Christianity in full was the history of the Middle Ages. It is equally bad as Islam, the only difference is White people have resisted Christianity and have ascended their civilization contrary to its pressures in the last centuries. As for the king of "Love" of the Jews, Rabbi Yehoshua or Jewsus, sorry I mean what they call "Jesus". This thing that said that will kill all Gentiles who disobey the Jews, and that he did not come to bring peace but a sword.

And apparently many Sri Lankans and locals know this as well. So it's not unlikely they torched the Christians themselves, or they accepted some sort of bargain with the Vatican to just bomb the xians out of their country. While it may seem ironic for the jews to sacrifice 200 Gentiles is nothing really if they are to raise enough energy to maintain larger mafias going such as the Vatican. Regardless, this is a sacrifice for the enemy, a mercy evoking ritual, and a tragedy for the random people randomly killed. The locals also hate the Christians. In the region, attacks like this have happened again.

As more news come up, we can converse and update. Impossible to find all news at once so we can dig this together. Everytime, everyone has extremely important contributions so share them.
At least 207 people have been killed and 450 hurt in explosions at churches and hotels in Sri Lanka, police say.

Eight blasts were reported, including at three churches in Negombo, Batticaloa and Colombo's Kochchikade district during Easter services.

The Shangri-La, Kingsbury and Cinnamon Grand hotels and one other, all in the capital, were also targeted.

A national curfew has been put in place "until further notice" and social media networks have been temporarily blocked.

A foreign ministry official said 27 foreign nationals were among the dead.

Reports say seven people have been arrested, but it not yet clear who is responsible for the attacks.

Sri Lanka's defense minister has said the attacks were probably carried out by one group.